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Facts and Messages
As research shows time and again, women make the difference in getting effective and
appropriate projects of the ground.
Currently between 17 – 20% (1:5) of the paid jobs in the water domain are filled by females;
only 14,9% of water managers at different levels are women. We have to get the women out
of the informal economy; recognition of earlier acquired competences and better access to
vocational training is key for that
There is a high need for more women getting an education in the STEM fields both at
academic and vocational / mid – level education. More women graduate at academic level
but still not many with a STEM background.
When they do have the diplomas it is hard for them to get a job (although the sector has a
huge lack of qualified people)!
There is a high need for role-models and mentors and encouragement by parents and
teachers to ensure that (young) women enter into fields like water, energy, etc. Also the
media could play a much better role here (see the examples of the pictures where technical
equipment is always attributed to males).
Together they can tackle the stereotypes and gender bias. However that needs educating
them to send the right messages.
Sectors like water and energy are not attractive for women because of working conditions
and bias. Human Resource policies have to change in terms of recruitment policies, careeropportunities, working conditions etc.
Initiatives like https://en.unesco.org/news/call-action-accelerate-gender-equality-waterdomain are badly needed and deserve our support
Funding has to be allocated up-front they make programs to ensure awareness raising,
change of attitudes, mentorship etc. possible.

What’s next?
The discussion is not finished. We need to explore better opportunities for mentorship. Design a
program to talk to teachers about their “bias”. Figure out how to reach parents.
I would suggest we explore this further in a next webinar.

